Rupert's Land, with its attendant uprising, was regarded as the most vulnerable of British North America's "vanishing" provinces. Expansionists of the Middle West sought to direct the insurgents into the American orbit, and urged President Grant's administration to adopt a forceful policy of annexation. Both Grant and h is Secretary of State, Hamilton Fish, were receptive to these pleadings; but the "short-of-war" policy which they followed failed to gain the prize. Louis Riel, leader of the rebellious m&is, with all his apparent leanings towards the United States, employed American expansionism only to achieve provincial status within the Dominion for his beloved Red River. Moreover, the Canadian Premier, Sir John A.
The British Northwest presented Canada with visions of rich agricultural land, commercial wealth, and a glorious sea-to-sea nationhood. Restricted in the East by the Pre-cambrian Shield, Canada had to expand into the Northwest or oeace the oeuture as a petty state, overshadowed and, perhaps, overpowered by the United States. Moreover, Toronto had its eyes fixed upon the trade of the Northwest, hoping that its wealth might be snatched away oerom the merchants ooe St. Paul. Providence, too, had fashioned a transcontinental destiny oeor the Dominion that was quite as manifest as the American model. And in the post-Civil War era, this expansionist spirit burgeoned as the dynamic American frontier approached Rupert's Land.
In 1869, the Hudson's Bay Company agreed to sell its lands to Canada; but it proved to be easier to buy the Northwest than to get possession of it. The m•tis--the overwhelming majority of the settlers-had long distrusted 'Canada, her immigrants to the Northwest, and her governmental representatives there? And when Canada sought to bring Rupert's Land into the Dominion, they revolted against a government that had been created without their consent and imposed without their knowledge.
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pealed to many men of Red River. so And now, when the annexation of the Northwest seemed almost within reach, the American party failed. It had been too acquisitive, too eager for political union. The high-water mark of American influence upon Riel's government was reached in December; by mid-January, the tide was visibly ebbing. When Donald A. Smith, Special Commissioner of the Canadian Government, presented Ottawa's "olive branch" to the people of the Red' River Settlement on January 20, there were "only one or two" Americans in the crowd that so cordially received Smith's words. On the following day, the third edition of the New Nation came out; but despite the fact that free copies were distributed, the editor's oilice was showered with rejected copies-"and many of the returned papers . . . Fish sensed the opportunity, but refused to adopt Machiavellian tactics. Perhaps he feared that intervention would forever alienate Canada-a far greater prize than western British North America. No answer was given the petition from British Columbia. Grant concurred with Fish's suggestion that the "proper course is to abstain from action 'to keep our eyes fixedly on the movement, and to keep our hands ott.' In truth it strikes me that we both must take a new departure in this affair. The past mistakes have complicated matters, and we shall be more likely to reach a good result if we move on an entirely new course. There is one way in ?•'The Cuban Revolution, which erupted in the fall of 1868, was a sottree of almost constant anxiety to the State Department. Many Americans-and their congwreSsmen-sympathized with the Cuban cause and resented the many cruelties hich were inflicted not only upon the rebels but also upon American citizens.
Moreover, American holdings on the island suffered from the physical damage of , 1871) 
